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The$flare$chromosphere



Motivations)

• How)do)we)interpret)chromospheric)radiation)to)learn)about)
the)condition)of)plasma)throughout)the)flaring)lower)
atmosphere?

• How)do)we)understand)the)magnetic)field,)its)flare:related)
variations,)and)the)relationship)of)these)to)other)flare)
phenomena?

• How)do)we)put)this)information)together)to)learn)about)flare)
energy)storage,)release)and)transport?



Science&topics&identified&by&
WG6

• Structure&of&the&flaring&(lower)&solar&atmosphere&= temperature,&
flow&speeds

• Diagnostics&for&non=thermal&particles
• Magnetic&field&structure
• Magnetic&field&changes&
• Pulsations and&sunquakes
• Filaments&and&CMEs



Flare&emission&in&the&lower&
solar&atmosphere

Flares&emit&across&the&entire&EM&spectrum;&ribbons&seen&IR5EUV
Radiant&energy&is&concentrated&in&the&UV1optical&range
Emission&is&highly&structured&in&time,&space,&spectral&domains
Large&plasma&speeds&are ubiquitous&(evaporation/condensation)

Fletcher(&(Hudson(2001

TRACE(1600A TRACE(‘white(light’ TRACE(EUV(&(HXT



The$need$for$high$spatial$resolution

Flare$ribbons$can$be$
• >$10000km$long$
• <$100km$wide
• fragmented$on$~$100km$scales

(These$authors$also$show$that$ribbon$is$
at$site$of$strong$vertical$current.$
They$propose$that$energy$deposition$at$
ribbons$is$by$joule$heating.)

Sharykin &$Kosovichev (2014)

BBSO$H!+0.8A
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• Variations)are)observed)in)H! (heating))and)HXRs)(showing)fast)
electrons) on)timescales)of)seconds.)

• HXRs)and)H! sometimes)correlated,)but)with)times)delays.

H! produced)(primarily))by)
increased)heating.)

Typically)"t)=)tH!A tHXR ~)1A6s)is)
observed)(Radziszewski+07,)11)

TimeAdependent)nonALTE)models
predict)delay)~)1s

Need)to)reduce)effects)of)seeing)to)
find)true)chromospheric)fluctuations)
and)timescales

Białkow LCAMDSPASECIS)observations)with)
0.05A0.075s)resolution)(Radziszewski+07)))

The)need)for)high)temporal)
resolution



The$need$for$sampling$over$
many$atmospheric$levels$

Spectral$lines Continuum

vD,$vnth,$ne,$Te Te ,$ne

Chromospheric$structure

Energy$deposition$vs.$h

Energy$transport
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Example:)interpreting)H! line)profiles

• H! line)profile)encodes)both)
velocity)and)opacity)structure

• RADYN)simulations)=>)enhanced)red)
wing)comes)from)opacity)maximum)
being)on)blue)side,)i.e.)blueshifted
absorption)not)redshifted)emission.)

SOL2014L09L06T16:56)with)CRISP,)Kuridze+15)



Example:)IRIS)two0component)lines
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FP1

FP2

• Cooler)lines:)enhanced)static)component)

and)broad)redshifted)component.

• RADYN)&)RH)modelling)– stationary)heated)

layer)at)~500)km)plus)overlying)downward)

moving)condensation.

• Though)broadening)not)explained,)

continuum)cannot)be)modelled)consistently.

SOL20140329T17:48



Discriminating+heating+mechanisms+
with+multi1line+observations

12 Kerr et al

Figure 7. The Mg ii k line computed in (a) the EB simulation and (b) the
AW simulation. In both cases colour represents time, and the inset shows a
closer view of the line core.

At this point the central reversal is very shallow, the k2v is
very weak, and k2r dominates. By t = 5 s the k2v decreases so
much that it becomes di�cult to discern its presence. Instead
the profile appears single peaked, with an extended blue wing
or shoulder, and a wider blue wing between 0.1Å and 0.2Å
blueward of line centre, than the red wing.

4.4. Mg ii k Line Formation
The computation of the Mg ii k line formation using RH

di↵ers from Ca II 8542Å using RADYN because using
RH with PRD means that the source function is frequency-
dependent and varies across the profile. Figures 8 & 9 show
the formation of the line in the EB and AW simulation
respectively. Four snapshots are shown, with the panels and
lines as described in Section 4.2.

EB Model

t = 0.25 s: The line core formation height drops from its
pre-flare location just below the TR to ⇠ 1.1 Mm, and k2r and
k2v form slightly lower at ⇠ 1.05 Mm. This drop in forma-
tion height occurs because the Mg ii k upper level becomes
depopulated above ⇠ 1.15 Mm, due to heating, while popu-
lations around 1.1 Mm increase. The central reversal occurs
because at the k3 formation height, the source function has
decoupled from the Planck function, and is decreasing with
increasing height, whereas at the k2r and k2v peak forma-
tion height the source function is more strongly coupled to
the Planck function, giving a higher intensity. However, the
high temperatures and density produces conditions such that
the di↵erence in formation height between k3 and k2r,v com-
ponents is fairly small, and so the depth of the reversal feature
is very much smaller than it is in the quiet Sun. The line
wings form deeper in the atmosphere, from ⇠ 0.7 � 1 Mm in
the wavelength range shown.

t = 0.25-1 s: see Figure 8(a). A small downflow has formed
immediately above the core formation height, which increases
the number of emitters contributing to the red wing relative to
the blue wing. This widens the k2r peak and increases the
intensity of k2r compared to k2v.

t = 1-3 s: see Figure 8(b). The downflow develops and
moves deeper, redshifting the core and the emission peaks.
The peak of the opacity is also in the red (see upper left pan-
els in Figure 8) so that red wing photons produced below
the condensation are absorbed more than blue wing photons,
steepening the extinction profile of the red wing. Between
⇠ 1.1 � 1.2 Mm an upflow moves some emitters upwards
to locations at smaller optical depths, so that extra blue-wing
photons are emitted from 0.10 - 0.15 Å bluewards of the rest
wavelength.

t = 3-7 s: see Figure 8(c). As the downflow moves deeper
into the atmosphere it slows and the redshift of the core de-
creases. The k2r peak is sometimes formed slightly higher
(and is slightly more intense) than the k2v peak, but when the
overall redshift becomes smaller this height di↵erence also
reduces. As the upflow speed increases the contribution func-
tion for optically thin blue-wing emission is pushed further
out, to around 0.15 - 0.20 Å from the core. It originates from
a height of ⇠ 1.3 � 1.4 Mm

t = 8-10 s: see Figure 8(d). A hot bubble has formed
at ⇠ 1.2 Mm, creating a large condensation that travels
downwards. The flow associated with the bubble does not
reach the core formation height, so has little e↵ect on the
k3 or k2 components, but it does result in peaks appearing
in the red and blue wings. The condensation creates a
very narrow layer of enhanced electron and mass density.
The population of the Mg ii k upper level increases at the
condensation height, resulting in a strong red-shifted source
function. The lower left panel of Figure 8(d) shows that
the emitters in the condensation increase the attenuation of
red wing photons, meaning that their contribution is almost
exclusively from the condensation. The steep velocity gradi-
ent results in a bump in the red wing at 0.15 - 0.45 Å from
the rest wavelength. Similarly, the upflow results in emis-
sion between ⇠ 0.60�0.80 Å blueward of the rest wavelength.

AW Model
t = 0.25 s: see Figure 9(a). A shallow upflow is present

in the chromosphere, from around the formation height of the
k line at ⇠ 1.125 Mm, to 1.55 Mm, resulting in a slightly
blueshifted line core even at early times. Above this a much

RADYN+flare+simulations+
run+with+electron+beam+
heating+(top)+and+Alfvén+
wave+heating+(bottom)

Different+modes+of+energy+
input+give+qualitatively+
different+line+profile+shapes

Effects+depend+on+
atmospheric+layers+
sampled.

Note+– relative+timing of+
excitations+will+also+be+
important

Kerr++’16
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K at 0.95Mm to T ∼ 200,000 K at 1.55Mm. The TR
temperature is increased to >1 MK.

This initial enhancement to the mid-upper chromospheric
temperature occurs rapidly, with radiative losses almost
completely balancing energy input up to ∼1.3 Mm by
=t 0.25 s. Figures 3(a) and (b) illustrates the energy balance

at these times showing that following the rapid ionization the
radiative losses increases sufficiently to mostly balance flare
energy input. Hydrogen is almost entirely ionized above 1Mm,
and ionization continues gradually to greater depth
(Figure 3(h)). The elevated temperature in the mid-chromo-
sphere results in ionization of He, which is mostly ionized to
HeII between 1.05 and 1.3 Mm and to HeIII above 1.4 Mm,
leading to an increase in the electron density between 0.9 and
1.6 Mm. The peak in ne occurs at the hydrogen ionization
boundary (between 0.9 and 1Mm), with ~ ´n 4 10e

13 cm−3.
By =t 0.25 0.5 s– a strong pressure wave at 1.65 Mm pushes
chromospheric material into the corona with velocities in
excess of ~v 130 km s−1, significantly higher than in the EB
simulation. Since the AW heating rate decreases sharply around
0.9 Mm, the ionization of hydrogen below this occurs at later
times in comparison to the EB simulation.

t=1–5 s: between 0.6 and 0.9 Mm radiative losses almost
completely balance the energy input, and so temperatures rise
only modestly, to ~T 8000 K. Hydrogen ionization also
increases, creating a small region of locally high electron
density = - ´n 1 1.5 10e

13 cm−3 at ∼0.75Mm. In the mid-
chromosphere a temperature “pivot” point forms at ∼1.15Mm,
with temperature decreasing with time above this point, and
increasing below. As the temperature increases in the deep
atmosphere, ionization to HeII follows producing a small
electron density increase at 1 1.05– Mm. The associated
pressure changes results in upflows of a few ´10 km s−1.
The initial high-velocity upflow reaches heights above 2.5 Mm,
with ~v 200 km s−1.

The temperature gradient between 1.15 and 1.45Mm flattens
slightly from T≈[35,000–90,000] K to T ≈ [30,000–70,000]
K. This occurs because hot plasma pushed up into the loop at a
few ´10 km s−1, due to an increase in pressure above
1.15Mm, leaves cooler material in its place, and because
radiative losses above 1.25Mm begin to exceed the energy
input, which leads to cooling (see Figure 3(c)). A narrow high-
temperature (T ∼ 100,000 K) bubble begins to form at
~1.4 1.5– Mm. The TR heats as a result of energy deposition
and via a conductive flux from below. Figure 3(d) shows the
decrease in radiative losses that allow the formation of the high
temperature at 1.4 Mm, and the upward-propagating pres-
sure wave.

t=5–10 s: for the remainder of the simulation the dynamics
evolves as before. The atmosphere cools slightly between 1.25
and 1.4Mm, narrowing the high-temperature bubble around
1.4–1.5 Mm, making it more pronounced. This results in a
greater pressure difference that increases the flows (see
Figure 1(f)), leading to an underdense region (similar to the
process that resulted in the high-altitude temperature bubble in
the EB simulation). The bubble cools slightly, but remains hot
since, despite the heating rate in the bubble being reduced
because of the lower density, the density change also
significantly reduces radiative losses around 1.5 Mm. Increased
density ahead of the bubble leads to enhanced radiative losses
and decreasing temperature, producing a local temperature
minimum. Figure 3(e) illustrates the energetics at this time.

4. RADIATION RESULTS

4.1. CaII 8542 Å Line Profiles

The CaII 8542Å line is part of the CaII subordinate infrared
(IR) triplet, which is sensitive to the temperature at its
formation height in the low chromosphere, and to magnetic
structures, making it a good tracer of solar and stellar activity
(e.g., Shine & Linsky 1972; Linsky et al. 1979; Uiten-
broek 2006). Since this line is so sensitive to lower chromo-
spheric temperature, and will be observed with high spatial and
spectral resolution by DKIST, we investigate the differences in
the spectral line profiles, and their formation properties,
between our EB and AW simulations.
Figure 4(a) shows how the CaII 8542Å line responds to

flare energy input in the EB (F11) simulation. Color refers to
simulation time (note that we plot =t 0, 0.072, 0.25,[
0.302, 0.5] s and then every 0.5 s thereafter). The inset shows
a zoom of the core, and the vertical dashed line indicates the
rest wavelength. The quiet Sun profile is in absorption but the

Figure 4. CaII 8542 Å line, computed in (a) the EB simulation and (b) the AW
simulation. In both cases color represents time, and the inset shows a closer
view of the line core. In panel (a) symbols are overlayed on the profile at
=t 0.072 s to help it stand out against profiles from <t 1 s
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Continuum(observations

Continuum(is(a(major(source(of(flare(radiative(loss.
Radiation(mechanism(not(yet(pinned(down
Need(to(sample(around(the(Balmer(jump(and(Paschen(jump(
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Kowalski+14

ModelDdata(comparison(for(some(
continuum(measurements

Fortunate(spectroscopic(
observation(of(a(flare(kernel



Optical/UV+continuum+modeling

Beam4heated+models+(Kerr+18+in+prep)

Emission+mechanism+depends+on+nature+of+
energy+input.+Shown+here+are+a+hard+and+a+
soft+beam

=+H4 recomb.+continuum,+Paschen4
balmer backwarming]
=+H+recomb.+following+collisional+

ionisation+by+non4thermals
=+H+recomb.+following+collisional+

ionisation+by+thermals

n.b. ionisation+(thermal+&+non4thermal)+and+
recombination+is+critical+for+flare+energy+
balance.

‘hard’+beam

‘soft’+beam

Blue+=+3550+A
Orange+=+5790+A



Photospheric spectropolarimetry/–
field/changes

1
4

Typically,/abrupt/changes/in/photospheric/magnetic/field/occur/during/a/flare/as/
energy/is/released/(e.g./Sudol &/Harvey/2005,/Petrie/2012,/2015).

Field/‘collapse’/associated/with/
reduction/in/coronal/magnetic/energy

Sun+17/using/HMI

Bh increases/across/PIL Change/happens/rapidly

What/about/change/in/vertical/component/of/B,/variations/in/shear/or/twist?



Chromospheric+spectropolarimetry

Relatively+few+observations+of+this+type+(e.g.+Kleint &+Judge+2011,+Fischer+12,+
Kuckein+2015,+Kuridze+15)

Kuridze+18+use+nonILTE+inversions+
(NICOLE)+of+Ca+8542+to+obtain+
chromospheric+parameters+in+a+flare.

Though+flare+chromospheres+are+
very+far+out+of+equilibrium+– caveat&
emptor

StronglyI
heated+
region

Un
re
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bl
e?

NonIflare



Chromospheric+field+changes

Kleint (2016)+Ca+8542+spectropolarimetry+of+SOL20140329T17:48

• Zeeman+splitting+measurements,+B
LOS

from+weakLfield+approximation

• Chromospheric+field+variations+larger+than+photospheric+field+variations….

• …But+not+clearly+related+to+photospheric+changes

• Changes+not+consistent+with+simple+‘collapse’+of+field+– needs+some+(un)twisting?

Photospheric+changes+

(GLband)

Chromospheric+

changes+(Ca+II+8542)



Chromospheric+pulsations

panel of Figure 1 to be derived. The same technique was
applied to Version 5 of the EVE data in this study.

To highlight the periodic behavior in the Lyα and LyC
emissions, the lightcurves were detrended using a Fast Fourier
Transform (FFT) filter. A cutoff period of 400 s (2.5 mHz) was
chosen for this analysis, but the choice of frequency was not
found to affect the derived period (see Section 3). The resulting
periodic behavior in both Lyα and LyC emission is shown in
Figure 2 (red and blue curves, respectively). The detrended
1700Å profile is also shown for comparison. There is a
remarkable agreement between all three detrended profiles in
terms of the phase of each pulsation. The coincidence between
profiles taken by three different instruments implies that the
bursts are genuinely solar in origin, and that they originate in
the chromosphere. The similarity is further evidence that the
spikes seen in LyC are not an artifact of the fitting algorithm.

The raw lightcurves of Lyα and LyC emission are shown in
the top panels of Figure 3. Overplotted are the low-pass (400 s
cutoff period) Fourier filtered time series in cyan. Having
removed the smoothly varying component of the flare time
profile for both Lyα and LyC, the resulting detrended profiles
are shown in the middle panels of Figure 3. The final step was
to apply the standard wavelet analysis technique of Torrence &
Compo (1998) to determine the period(s) of the pulsations
during the flare. The corresponding wavelet spectra per unit
time are shown in the bottom panels of Figure 3.

3. Results

The wavelet power spectrum for the detrended Lyα time
series in the bottom left panel of Figure 3 shows enhanced
power over a broad range of periods during the rise and peak of
the flare (01:45–02:00 UT). The bulk of this power is evident at
periods around 100–200 s. There is also a similar distribution

of power in frequency and time in the LyC spectrum (bottom
right panel of Figure 3). Both spectra also show enhanced
power at higher frequencies around the time of the flare onset.
The enhanced power around 180 s (5.5 mHz; horizontal dashed
white lines in both bottom panels) corresponds to the acoustic
cutoff frequency in the chromosphere. The 180 s period is not
apparent in the quiescent, full-disk signal from GOES/EUVS-E
or SDO/EVE, presumably due to the incoherence of the signal
in disk-integrated emission, although longer-period (300 s)
oscillations are apparent in non-flaring regions of AIA 1600
and 1700Å images (see below). The flare therefore seems to
either initiate the oscillation itself, or it amplifies or enhances a
pre-existing oscillation. In the latter case, the flare may either
drive a pre-existing dynamical behavior, or it changes the
properties of the radiating gas so that the variations in intensity
become more visible (see Section 4 for further discussion). It is
also worth noting that this 3-minute power is readily apparent
in wavelet analysis of the raw Lyα data with no detrending
applied.
The two UV channels on SDO/AIA—1600Å and 1700Å—

image the solar chromosphere at 24 s cadence. While this
emission is largely continuum (Lemen et al. 2012) rather than
hydrogen line emission, it is worth including given that any
flare emission (ribbons) should come from the same spatial
location as the Lyα and LyC emission, although they may
originate at different depths in the flaring atmosphere. These
data were again detrended using an FFT filter (top panels of
Figure 4). The bottom two panels of Figure 4 show the
resulting wavelet power spectra for the two channels. The
3-minute oscillation is apparent, as well as even stronger power
at ∼120s. Evidence for 3 minute oscillations was also found in
the Lyβ line from MEGS-B, although no such oscillations were
detected in the higher order Lyman lines (Lyγ, Lyδ, Lyò).

Figure 3. Analysis of the Lyα (left) and LyC (right) emission during the 2011 February 15 flare. Top panels: full-disk irradiance lightcurves with a 400 s FFT high-
pass filter overlaid in cyan. Middle panels: the detrended time profiles after subtracting the filtered profiles. Bottom panels: wavelet spectra (power per unit time) of the
detrended profiles with 99% significance levels overlaid. The horizontal dashed white line denotes a period of 180s.
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A common explanation for many QPP observations is that
they are simply due to bursty energy release and particle
acceleration on the measured timescales (e.g., Brosius
et al. 2016). However, performing a wavelet analysis on the
50–100 keV time profiles from RHESSI for this event did not
reveal any power at 3-minute timescales. This not only
strengthens the case that the chromospheric pulsations are a
genuine oscillatory response that is independent of the energy
injection rate, but it also does not support the argument by Sych
et al. (2009) and others that the underlying sunspot oscillation
could have been responsible for initiating the energy release
and particle acceleration in the first place. Had this been the
case, the 3-minute pulsations would have been evident at each
step of the energy transport process, including in the HXRs.
This is demonstrated by comparing the global wavelet power
spectrum (integrated over the duration of the flare;
01:30–02:30 UT) of the HXRs with those of the chromospheric
emission, as shown in Figure 5. The Lyα profile shows a strong
signature at 180 s (which is independent of the choice of
Fourier filter frequency as denoted by the different colored
curves), as does LyC to a lesser extent. Both AIA UV channels
show enhanced power at around 200s, while the 50–100 keV
emission shows no such power. The two AIA channels, LyC,
and Lyα also all show enhanced power at 120 s to some degree.
This does correspond to the peak in the the HXR power,

indicating that the chromospheric response on these timescales
is more likely due to accelerated particles. The 3-minute period
is a separate phenomenon that is taken to be an oscillatory
response of the chromosphere at its acoustic cutoff frequency.

4. Conclusions

Observational evidence for 3-minute oscillations in Lyα and
LyC emission from full-disk irradiance measurements during
an X-class solar flare is presented. This study supports the
notion that when the chromosphere is impulsively disturbed,
compressible waves with periods around the acoustic cutoff are
generated. It is the recurring compression and expansion of
these waves that leads to the oscillation in intensity. The
impulsive disturbance may have been caused by the injection
of energy, probably in the form of non-thermal electrons, and
the amount of the injected energy is likely to have been much
larger than that required for sustaining oscillations in non-
flaring regions. The oscillation in the flaring region could be
identified from the full-disk Lyman alpha and continuum data
since the emission from the flaring region is much stronger than
the non-flaring regions. Kwak et al. (2016) reported a similar
phenomenon in the chromosphere in response to an impulsive
downflow event as observed in chromospheric emission lines
by IRIS.

Figure 4. Top panels: lightcurves of 1600 Å (orange) and 1700 Å (cyan) emission obtained by integrating over a 200″×200″ field of view centered on NOAA AR
11158 in SDO/AIA images (upper) and the corresponding detrended profiles with a 400 s cutoff period (lower). Bottom panels: wavelet power spectra for 1600 Å
(upper) and 1700 Å (lower) with 99% significance levels overlaid. The horizontal dashed lines denote a period of 180s.
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! ~+100+4 200s+ ! ~+1004300s+

! ~+100s+

EVE+Ly",+whole+Sun EVE+Ly+cont.,+whole+Sun
AIA+1600/1700,+small+region

• just+“flare+bursts”+– e.g.+oscillatory+reconnection
• Temporarily+enhanced+chromospheric+oscillations?
• Chromospheric+counterpart+of+coronal+loop+oscillations?

Milligan+17

Hints+of+chromospheric+pulsations+during+flares+– what+is+their+cause+and+how+are+
they+related+to+other+processes+in+the+flaring+atmosphere?
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Fig. 6.— Upper panel: time-distance stackplot of the total Si iv 1403 Å SG passband
intensity, in RLBW. Time is given on the x-axis in UT, and the y-axis is solar-Y in arcsec.

Intensity scale is given to the right. Lower panel: reprint of the upper panel with a red
outline indicating the position of the sawtooth pattern described in Section 3.1. Time is
given on the x-axis in s (after 12:33:38 UT), and the y-axis is unchanged. The blue line

indicates the sawtooth centroid position, and the orange line is a linear fit to the blue line.
The numbers 1-6 indicate six peaks in the sawtooth oscillation.

Field&oscillations&in&low&atmosphere?

SOL2014:04:18T13:03&Brannon+2015&fit&Si&IV&with&a&double&gaussian.

One&component&oscillates&between&blue&and&redshift,&and&another&which&is&

more&consistently&red:shifted

Si#IV#Intensity
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Fig. 12.— Upper panel: schematic diagram of our proposed scenario, with a KH or TM
instability in the coronal current sheet resulting in elliptical wave oscillations in the recon-

nected flare loops. Lower panel: schematic diagram of the flare loop footpoint, as described
in Section 4, showing how the elliptical wave motion relative to the LOS generates the

observed 180◦ phase difference between the ribbon motion and Doppler velocities.

Interpretation:

: oscillation&of&field&in&transition&

region

: Could&this&persist&into&the&

chromosphere&photosphere?



Conclusions

EST,is,well,suited,to,solving,some,critical,problems,in,flare,physics

• Observations,that,simultaneously,probe,multiple,layers,in,the,
chromosphere,are,vital,to,understanding,flare,energy,transport

• Highest,possible,time,resolution,is,crucial,(sacrifice,spatial,
resolution!)

• Magnetic,field,evolution,is,central,,but,a,lot,can,also,be,done,using,
spectroscopy,alone

Catching,flares,during,their,initiation,will,be,challenging,,but,
experience,shows,not,impossible


